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About This Content

The Variant Mode features 18 all new characters and 4 new special cards. The power level for both sides has equalized, with
stronger Light characters and more tactical Shadow minions.

As Light, your goal is to guide the crown (King) to the Stronghold. As Shadow, Variant Mode introduces another way for you to
win: guide the Doombringer to the Capital!

These new characters change the game completely, requiring new strategies to be discovered in order to overcome your
opponent. Will you destroy evil in its stronghold or bring doom upon the world with Shadow?

GAME FEATURES

 18 new variant characters (9 Light, 9 Shadow)

 4 new special cards (2 Light, 2 Shadow)
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP+

Processor: min. 1 gHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 1024 x 768 resolution

Storage: 300 MB available space
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Support Monstercat!. Love the series. A great REboot of live action based on a fighting. The most memorable is Cyrax and
Sektor fights, tough not as good as other fight scenes I like the process of their creation. They look good, would love to see them
in the next full motion picture. The Baraka fight was also impressive.. Disappointing. Not at all intuitive. It doesn't support even
basic features one would expect, especially file-related functions.
If you feel like becoming a Spriter expert, go ahead a buy this product. If you'd like to animate sprites and are looking for a tool
to help you, then find another product.

A 3rd party, "Avoiding common Spriter Mistakes" tutorial even goes as far to say "Once you have Spriter installed, don't just
start it up and expect to be able to start." https://youtu.be/tx9UMuQ-sdg. There's better animation software out there.. I played
for 0.3 hours...because I skipped from the start to end. All because when I read a few sentences, I got bored.
I felt like I needed to inform everyone what this game is about. Though I don't know what to feel about it, I want to share my
thoughts.

--GENERAL--

I had no idea that this was a Yuri-themed V.N.
I didn't read the comments nor other stuff aside from the summary, so I have a fault here. I kind of wished that it was
explicitly said in the summary though. Too late. So, boo me.
It is casual indeed. As in VERY.
Don't expect anything guys. Don't.

--SCRIPT--

The script was like rushed.
The profanities were a bit forced. Sometimes, they don't add emotions well.
Poor scripting and I already knew what would happen.

--GRAPHICS--

The graphics is okay for the price. Very entry-level. So again, don't expect too much. (By the way I got this at 40% off).
I wish they improved more though because it also looks rushed.
But for the price, it's "ok."

--Music--

In general, it's FINE. Just...fine.

--PLOT--

The casual perverted style. No much emotions involved.

Mehhh...

--My summary--
A delinquent small-chested girl was forced to go to school. One day, she met a blond girl with the huge front. The first gal is
highly interested in her. They became friends, then got misunderstandings. They talked and banged each other.

Boom!
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Happily ever after. 

Very short indeed.

So don't waste your time on this game. I make better Visual Novels compared to them.
:P. For a game in Development , I am very impressed! its got all the workings for a really addictive survival game. Iv already
tinkered for hours and I love it! Its also great to see active updates and fixes . I cant wait to see more content and updates .
Things I would love to see: more resources harvested per source (trees), a guide for certain objects (like the cage and traps),
more diverse animal life to hunt , domestication of animals and plants? (farming), more character customization, Detailed map
(for resources like water). Obviously the game will see many updates before its final form, but overal its very fun!!!. this game
is sooooooooooooooooooooooo bugy
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If you enjoyed 1990s Lucasfilm adventure games then you'll definitely enjoy this.. I rarely ever review games on Steam.

Like, this is my second review and I've been on Steam for roughly 8 years now.

So the fact that I felt the need to write a review means something.

I wish I could recommend this game. I really do. The soundtrack is really cool and the world, albeit small, looks great. But this is
not at all what I was looking for. This looked like a Skate-esque game, and that is why I bought it, and to a point it delivers on
that front, but it has one glaring issue: the controls are so unintuitive. Ollies (or the rollerblading equivalent) are done with RT,
tricks are done with (if I remember correctly) LT or something that felt off to me, and you control your rail-grinding balance
using the d-pad. None of this feels intuitive. Landing tricks didn't feel satisfying whatsoever, in fact it was difficult to even pull
off tricks, let alone lines, which is what makes Skate such a fun experience. If this game had better controls, I might be more
into it, but it's just not there.

With that said, I can tell the developers really did put in a lot of effort, and are continuing to work on it. Considering it's an indie
company, I give them a lot of credit for setting out to make this game, and I'm not completely counting it out. I hope with more
time they improve upon the controls and fluidity, but until then, I can't recommend this game.

For now, if you're still looking to scratch that Skate itch like I am, look into Sessions. It has a Kickstarter campaign with a
demo, and it feels good. Real good. And even though it's a skateboarding game, the controls are different from Skate's. Still
intuitive, just takes a bit of getting used to, which is what On a Roll is lacking.

TL;DR: Bought it expecting Skate with rollerblades, got Skate with rollerblades and bad controls. Not recommended, for now.. I
didn't like this. Extra OVA = Incomplete OVA.

In case you are wondering, it lacks the creepiness factor that the Extra the game has.. Hard butt fun. This is a great game
. This game is just brilliant, it mixes the average arcade shooter with the concept that dubstep is your weapon. The game's
visuals are amazing and provide a lightshow like experience along with enemies looking different based on difficulty. The music
selection is nice and full of wubs that will have your bass booming and your weapons shooting with various styles. It's amazing
to see the different effects that come out of the beats and it makes each level unique and ahve different strats. The level design
is unique where certain stages have interactive parts that can harm you. As for it being early access, we get monthly updates and
they are usually beefy updates that include a bunch of a new features which is nice. Now for $20 this game is well worth it and
it is especially worth it if you are a dubstep fan. Keep up the great work Mura and keep on wubbing!. Bought this a while back
when it was early access because it looked so amazing and I finally got around to playing it. I have to say, it's highly amusing and
entertaining. Of course the first levels are simple, as with any game you have to understand the basics. This actually reminds me
of the gifted program IQ testing, being able to predict an outcome many steps ahead (except with much less mouse death). I find
some levels incredibly easy and others I rage at and have to walk away from for a few minutes. At one point I was yelling and
calling the developers of the game some choice names... all in good fun. I wouldn't exactly compare it to tetris, its about using
your pieces wisely, not fitting them together neatly. If you are actually trying to complete all of the goals (all three mice, all the
shards) it can be challenging... and I feel for the first mouse, who I have dubbed "bomb squad mouse," for good reason.

Summary:

PROS
-Adorable graphics
-Yes, it is actually challeging if you seek perfection
-No crashes, well made
-I'd call it a brain game, exercising logic, prediction and cause/effect
-Mice. And Schrödinger.
-Is nothing like a phone game in my opinion. And may it never become one.

CONS
-May cause shouting at inanimate objects
-Really that's it, except a minor bug. After level 30 or so my game stopped showing "perfect score" at the end of a level, the
little TV says 0/3 etc, though the Stats accurately show scores so it's hardly a big deal. If anyone else has encountered this
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problem and fixed it let me know.

BUY THE GAME.. reminds me alot of older harvest moon styled with a few improvements my only critics is i need more
frequent updates n bug fixes n a few more features n it will be more unique n rly feal like a different instead of the same
expirence ^^ cant wait for full realsie to reexpirence though. Excellent series! Great story-telling, fun puzzles.
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